COVID Guide
How to use Ziptales in the COVID emergency

www.ziptales.com

Using Ziptales at home
In the current COVID emergency, Ziptales is
well placed to help teachers manage a
situation where few children are at school,
and education needs to be conducted
offsite.

You will notice a
new button on
the home page
– as shown.
Please read this
page carefully.

(1) Know what is available for teaching
Ziptales assumes that the first major issue
for offsite use of the website is teachers
knowing what to use or ‘set’ for work.
We strongly recommend they check out
the online ‘page turning PDF’ catalogue of
all content – as shown. It is to be found on
the home page and inside the Teacher
Dashboard.

This manual or information booklet shows
what Ziptales content is available for all
levels of the primary school.

The key to Ziptales: The Teacher Dashboard
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The Teacher Dashboard page is an essential
place to start. There you will find vital
information on
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(1) Ziptales Reading Levels (the reading
scheme and reading test ‘engine’)
(2) story Worksheets (multiple exercise
handouts for every story)
(3) a Full Guide to Ziptales (a ‘page turning’
PDF manual for everything on the site)

(4) and Useful Videos (a series of very short
visual presentations on key content
areas).
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(2) How to monitor what children are doing
Ziptales assumes that the second issue for
offsite use of the website is teachers
keeping track of what children are doing.
This is addressed explicitly in the new Off
Site Schooling page.

The Off Site Schooling page shows four
different ways teachers can track the work
they have set.
(1) Class tracking sheet (for teachers only)
(2) Student tracking sheet
(3) My Ziptales Record (simple tracking)
(4) Story Map
All details and links are provided on the
COVID-19 special page.
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For F/K/Prep to Year 2 teachers
There are 12 categories of work that you
can set for children in the early years.
The main ‘story’ modules are Storytime,
Timeless Tales, Puppet Plays and Junior
Readers (nearly 40 stories).
All details are provided in the ‘Full Guide’
teacher manual.

In addition, the Easy Readers are a full set
of phonics based texts, each exploring a
sound family (see next slide).

Easy Readers (phonics practice)
The Easy Readers are phonics based –
written specifically to develop phonemic
awareness in the early primary years.
Ziptales takes a much broader view of
developing literacy, and is very comfortable
with a ‘whole language’ approach, but also
deliberately provides an explicit phonics
instruction module (Easy Readers) for
beginning readers.

All major sound families are carefully
represented in a series of funny texts,
complete with text highlighting and
voiceovers. Worksheets are provided.

Bad Cat
- short
vowel ‘a’

Worksheets
Worksheets are available for each story
and can be accessed under each of the
content icons.
These are follow up exercises (post
reading) for use at the teacher’s discretion.
If children and their parents have access to
a printer, you simply choose the
appropriate sheets and ask them to
complete those sheets as follow up work.
If you choose, the completed sheets could
be scanned by parents and returned to the
teacher.

For Year 3 to Year 6 teachers
For students in middle and upper
primary years, there is a complete
Reading Library of over 200 stories
classified according to genre: Adventure,
Animal, Comedy, Fairy Tales, Fantasy, etc.
Each story comes with a voiceover,
animations, comprehension quizzes and
worksheets (which can be accessed under
each content icon).
All details are provided in the ‘Full Guide’
teacher manual.

Worksheets (Years 3 to 6)
The stories come with a variety of
worksheets including Learning Support,
Spelling and Vocabulary, Word Work and
General Worksheets.
These are post reading exercises for use
at the teacher’s discretion. All can be
checked online in a few minutes.
Here the teacher can make a conscious
choice about what sort of exercise to set –
a general one, a spelling one, one focussed
on words, a Learning Support one.
Which ones are suitable will vary with the
individual child.

Example of a story
The stories all have Fill the Gaps (cloze) and
Multiple Choice comprehension activities
for students to complete after reading the
story.
These provide instant feedback on how
well the story was understood. A low
score sees the child prompted
to ‘Try again’.
It is these scores that can be
recorded using the various
tracking sheets mentioned
earlier.

Zip Stage

Ziptales’ reading levels scheme
A reminder that all Ziptales stories are
levelled according to the unique Ziptales
Reading Levels scheme.
Essentially, there are 10 Zip Stages,
mapped to the Reading Recovery, Flesch
and Lexile reading difficulty systems.
For example, if a child is reading at Zip
Stage 5, he/she is effectively in the Year 3-4
class level average. There is a special way
of testing this – see following slide.

Ziptales’ Reading Level test
Students can access a specially designed
reading placement ‘engine’ to pinpoint the
Zip Stage suited to their reading ability.
Teachers need to guide students to the
right story, if they have not already done
this in class. The test, if you choose to do it,
takes just a few minutes, and recommends
an appropriate reading level – not too easy,
not too hard.
All instructions for this test are
provided in the ‘Reading
Levels’ page on the Teacher
Dashboard.

Ziptales’ reading levels matrix
Once students have been assigned a Zip
Stage, they can directly access levelappropriate titles using a list of stories
sorted by reading difficulty (1).
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For example, if a student is assigned Zip
Stage 5 – a list of stories suited to their
reading ability appears for them to choose
from (2).
Once the student chooses a text (3),
under the teacher’s guidance, the
monitoring or tracking methods
mentioned earlier come into play.
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Specialised English Lessons (SEL)
A reminder too about Ziptales’ Specialised
English Lessons.
These lessons cover all outcomes of the
English curriculum from Foundation/Prep –
Year 6. Each lesson is animated with a
voiceover. Each offers follow up work
activities, which could be set for home
completion.
Lessons appropriate for each year level can
be located quickly and easily via the red
Filters button.
Teachers can select lessons suitable for
their students. The children can read the
lesson, listen to the voiceover, and then do
the exercises for each.

Ziptales’ Curriculum Alignment matrix
The Curriculum Alignment link features a
scope and sequence chart for each primary
year level mapping every content
description (Australia), or indicator (NZ), in
the English curriculum to a related Ziptales
activity.
The curriculum document (word for word)
is displayed on the left. The appropriate
Ziptales activity to help teachers achieve it
is displayed (with live links) on the right.
Teachers can quickly assign suitable
elements of the Ziptales content bank to
achieve specific curriculum outcomes.

